Bio Sheet

Fasuta

Master of the
Deyou fighting style

Birth Name: Fasuta Owna
Fighting Name: Fasuta
Gender: Female
Inventory Items:

Action Cards:
2 Kamas
3 Escrima Sticks

1 Shuriken x3

Name:

1
1

0 Moving Block
0 Moving Attack

2
2

Picture
Not Available

3

Special Abilities
Fasuta has the following powers when using the Escrima Sticks:
Weapon Double Strike
This power allows user to strike in both locations of the weapons attack
pattern. This allows for multiple scoring of points. User may score 1 hit and 1
glancing blow on the same target in the same turn (one score from each of the
attack locations). Used with Attack actions.

Forced Moving Attack
This power allows the user to force themselves into the location. This is done
by a series of furious attacks or sheer force. The result is the user will not be
bounced back during a collision. Used with Moving Attack actions.
Weapon Blocking Move
This power allows blocking in the locations of the weapons attack pattern
while doing a move. Used with Blocking Move actions.

Background:
Fasuta is trained in the Deyou style of fighting. This style relies on moving to keep
opponents off guard.
Fasuta is young, has long blond hair, and wears light blue robes. She is very
energetic and tends to talk more than she should. She is always one to lend a
hand and help when needed.
The Deyou fighting style develops the special actions of Blocking Move and
Moving Attack. These actions are used in the Sen So arena to offer more options
during combat. They are for the more advanced players of the game.
Fasuta trained with Sen at school, where they first met. She is very fond of Sen,
and they are, by all accounts, best friends. Both are rarely seen without the other.
Fasuta joined Sen to teach at the Sen So School. Fasuta hates Sen's twin (So)
with a passion.
Fasuta uses the Deyou style weapons of Kamas and Escrima Sticks in combat.

Fasuta - "The art of Deyou is like a beautiful dance. In combat, you can
find your opponent's weakness as you use these techniques. Few there are
that can keep up with this fast paced art. How I so love it.
So is a weasel and a tyrant. He offers not joy or love in this world. If only
he had 1/8th the kindness of his twin Sen, who means more to me than any
other in this world."
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